Figure F2. Electricity market module regions

Figure F3. Petroleum Administration for Defense Districts

Figure F4. Oil and gas supply model regions

Figure F5. Natural gas transmission and distribution model regions

Figure F6. Coal supply regions
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Figure F7. Coal demand regions

Region Code | Region Content
--- | ---
1. NE | CT, MA, ME, NH, RI, VT
2. YP | NY, PA, NJ
3. S1 | WV, MD, DC, DE
4. S2 | VA, NC, SC
5. GF | GA, FL
6. OH | OH
7. EN | IN, IL, MI, WI
8. KT | KY, TN
9. AM | AL, MS
10. C1 | MN, ND, SD
11. C2 | IA, NE, MO, KS
12. WS | TX, LA, OK, AR
13. MT | MT, WY, ID
14. CU | CO, UT, NV
15. ZN | AZ, NM
16. PC | AK, HI, WA, OR, CA